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Excel 2007 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop custom Excel VBA macros

Perfect for power users, this practical resource reveals how to maximize the features and functionality of Excel 2007. You'll get in-depth details on Excel VBA programming and application development followed by 21 real-world projects--complete with source code--that show you how to set up...
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Newman and the Alexandrian Fathers: Shaping Doctrine in Nineteenth-Century EnglandOxford University Press, 2009
John Henry (later Cardinal) Newman is generally known to have been devoted to reading the Church Fathers. In this volume, Benjamin King draws on archive as well as published material to explore how Newman interpreted specific Fathers at different periods of his life. King draws connections between the Alexandrian Fathers Newman was reading and the...
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Magento 1.3: PHP Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
Design, develop, and deploy feature-rich Magento online stores with PHP coding

	Extend and customize the Magento e-commerce system using PHP code
	Set up your own data profile to import or export data in Magento
	Build applications that interface with the customer, product, and order data using...
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Visual C# 2010 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2010

	Mastering the development of .NET 4.0 applications in C# is less about knowing the Visual C# 2010 language and more about knowing how to use the functionality of the .NET Framework class library most effectively. Visual C# 2010 Recipes explores the breadth of the .NET Framework class library and provides specific solutions to common...
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Designing with Progressive Enhancement: Building the Web that Works for EveryoneNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Progressive enhancement is an approach to web development that aims to deliver the best possible experience to the widest possible audience, and simplifies coding and testing as well. Whether users are viewing your sites on an iPhone, the latest and greatest high-end system, or even hearing them on a screen-reader, their experience should be...
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Beginning Windows Phone 7 DevelopmentApress, 2010

	Microsoft is injecting new energy into the smart phone marketplace with the sophisticated Windows Phone 7. This new energy equates to new opportunities for you, the mobile developer. Beginning Windows Phone 7 Development has been written specifically to help you seize these opportunities and begin creating applications for this...
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Visual Basic Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	Visual Basic Game Programming for Teens, Third Edition teaches teens and other beginners how to create their own 2D role-playing game (RPG) using the free to download and easy to use Visual Basic 2008 Express. The game is built step-by-step throughout the book as readers learn new skills and build upon them. This new edition features almost...
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Pro CSS for High Traffic WebsitesApress, 2011

	Although web standards-based websites can scale effectively—and basic CSS will give you basic results—there are considerations and obstacles that high traffic websites must face to keep your development and hosting costs to a minimum. There are many tips and tricks, as well as down-to-earth best practice information, to make sure...
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Microsoft Forefront UAG 2010 Administrator's HandbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The Israeli department of defence has one of the strictest information security guidelines in the world, and a part of these guidelines is the requirement to have complete physical separation between the public and internal networks. A regular firewall just won't do, and this requirement gave birth to the concept of the
	Air-Gap, a...
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Cryptography and Network Security: Principles and Practice (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	In this age of universal electronic connectivity, of viruses and hackers, of electronic eavesdropping
	and electronic fraud, there is indeed no time at which security does not matter.Two
	trends have come together to make the topic of this book of vital interest. First, the explosive
	growth in computer systems and their interconnections...
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The Archaeology of AthensYale University Press, 2001


	The city of Athens has played a leading role in the development of European civilization.

	When we look back through time to the origins of so many of the institutions and activities

	which thrive or are valued today, we are led to ancient Greece and, most often, to

	Athens in the Classical period (480–323 B.C.). Time and again...
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The Audio Programming BookMIT Press, 2010

	This comprehensive handbook of mathematical and programming techniques for audio signal processing will be an essential reference for all computer musicians, computer scientists, engineers, and anyone interested in audio. Designed to be used by readers with varying levels of programming expertise, it not only provides the foundations for...
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